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INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Scope 

The purpose ol this research is to evaluate the response ol rigid, solid, 
Spherical stress cells developed at the Nav.il Civil Cngineenruj Laboratory 
(NCEL) to measure the complete state of stress at a point in a riranulai soil. 
A theory defining the behavior ol spherical stress cells embedded in materials 
having nonlinear properties is presented.  Results of tests on four stress cells 
made from phenolic plastic billiard balls (cue balls) are reported.   Erich ol the 
four stress cells was tested hydrostatically in water and statically in a well- 
graded sand. Two of the stress cells were tested in beach sand under a high- 
explosive environment at the Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu, California. 
In addition, results from dynamic tests of one stress cell thai was tested dining 
the preliminary evaluation1 are presented. This study was sponsored by the 
Defense Nuclear Agency (formerly the Defense Atomic Support Agency). 

Analysis of Problem 

One ol the deterrents to further advances in understanding the 
interaction between a buried structure and the soil is the lack of knowledge 
about the induced stresses—particularly those near the buried structure. 
Gaining such information requires a reliaf)le soil stress cell.  Unfortunately, 
accurate measurement of soil stresses is difficult because soil stress gages 
generally do not behave like the soil they replace.  Furthermore, the soil 
surrounding the gage is disturbed during installation, and the behavior of the 
recompactrtd soil is different from that ol the undisturbed soil. 

Most stress gages measure normal stresses in one direction only and 
do not respond accurately on unloading.  In addition, no existing gage can 
accurately measire the shear stress in a soil field. Most soil gages consist of 
a flexible diaphragm supported on a rigid base. Measuied deformation ot 
strain of the diaphragm from such a gage is related theoretically to the applied 
pressure. Because of mechanical imperfections induced during fabrication, 
the gages are usually calibrated under uniform, externally applied lluid pies- 
sure to account for the difference between theoretical and actual gage behavior. 



I he ,iri ut,icy oi sttt.'ss msasurements from ,1 soil ii.i()(.' (inpcnds on ihe 
interaction bstwosn the gage <inil the soil, W/hen embedded in soil, tli<.' ()<ii)<i 
will JI i as a ■iii i im lusion, ,i son inclusion, oi a combination ol the two, 
ilepi'Milimi ii|inn ilit> tcLilivo stiliiu.'ss hiilwi'ei) llu; ()(i()e .itul Ihc soil.  A soli 

inclusion i au^s the stresses in the soil held lo movf; ,ivv,iy (tcjin the inclusion, 
whereas a stiff inclusion attracts stresses in the soil field. As is wnll known, 
the modulus ol deformation oi soil is nol a unique value, even lot a sincjle 
soil; 11 varies with sit ess level, relationship between lateral and normal stresses, 
moisture content, rate (jl lodlini), .IIKI oihet pdttimeters.  The olleciive tnodu 
lus ol deformation foi ,i soil (i.tiic, by contrast, usually is ,i constant within 
iis range of operation,   Phe modulai ratio (the ratio ot the modulus ol soil 
Stress gage to the modulus ol Ihr soil in which lliey.ii|H isoniheddcd) ch.iiuies 

with the magnitude ol loading ■ a i hange which has a marked effect on the 
gage response. Consequently, the registration ratio ol a gage (the ratio ol the 
gage output while embedded in soil undei a known pressure to the output ol 
thesai le gage when subjected to an identical llmd pressure) decreases as the 
soil silliness increases. Gages are commonly embedded in soil and calibrated 
m the laboratory to account foi changes in registration ratio. Even under 
controlled laboratory conditions, however, gage response is highly sensitive 
to gage embedment procedures. 

In shot i, the response ol soil stress gages is usually sensitive lo methods 
of installation, to changes in soil stillness, and to oihet soil properties thai 
vary with load,   Ihete is a need tot a gage th,ii is insensitive to these tuctots. 
The following paragraphs present a theoretical bases and the evaluation ol a 
three-dimensional (3-D) soil gage that meets most ol the indicated require 
ments, 

Background 

In 1949, Coutmho presented ,i theoiy rel.'itimi the ptmcipal stresses 
in a relatively rigid spherical inclusion to those in the encompiissing solid 
(host material).    Com mho's solution was based on Goodiei 's closed-formed 
elastic solution lot a sphere embedded in an infinite solid.3  According to 
Coutinho, the stress concentration factoi lot the inclusion is essentially a 
constant il the modulus of elasticity is foul Ol live times the cot respond i in; 
viilne for the surrounding solid.  He suggested thdl the theory be used to 
develop a stress cell for use in Ireshly pouted concrete. Such a cell would be 
useful because the stiffness properties ol the concrete during the hardening 
of the cement are nol known. 
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It the principal stresses and theii directions in thehosi material 
are known, Coiitinlio's ihcoty i:,in he ,if)f)lit;il lo c)l)t<iiti stress measurements 
in materials having nonlineai stiffness properties, Untortmi.itnlv, the 
prim ipal stresses and their directions <iie generally not known beforehand 
in most experiments. The application ot Coutinho's theory, therefore, is 
Im11ted to sitn.itions where the piinupiil stiesses iind llieit dnei tions are 
known. 

In 1969, the authoi developed .i theory thai relates the complete 
sl.ile ol stiess inside ,i spliei ical inclusion lo the conespondimi st.ile ot 
stress in the host elastic solid through use ol results from the finite element 
analyses oi a sphei ical inclusion embedded in iin eliistic solid. Subsequently, 
,i stress cell w.is fabricated from plastic cue balls and subjected to static 
and dynamic tests. Results from the preliminary tesis1 were encouraging, 
but because the test tesults were lot one stress cell only, the preliminary 
test results were not considered conclusive. 

Approach 

The solid spheie w.is chosen heaiuse its response is independent 
ol its pldcement onentulioi..   11 hus no sh.up comets to c.iuse s It ess gradi 
ents within itself. Furthermore, str.iinsne.ii thecentei ol I he solid sphere 
,iie not sensitive to localized lo.ids on the outei sm I.ice ot the sphere. 

A sphei ical stiess cell will act as a rigid 01 a soft inclusion, depend 
ing on the relative stiffness between the siiess cell und the sunouiuliiHi 
soil, II the stress cell is mude liom u reliitively low-nioclulus material, 
iiHMsured deform.itions ol the cell along selected directions must be related 
to corresponding stresses in the soil. Such a relationship can be established 
only hy eldhomte l.ihoi.itoiy culihiulions.   The stiess telief fucloi (the 
ratio ol the siiess in the inclusion to the corresponding stiess in the soil) 
foi a low-modulus inclusion is veiy sensitive lo changes in soil modulus, 
which varies with the state of stress in the soil,  This sensitivity makes 
laboratory calibration very difficult, il no! impractical. Fut thermore, .1 
low-modulus material will not offei sufficient protection against stun k to 
ttie fragile sensing elements when the stiess cell is used lo obtain dynumu 
measurements. The foregoing considerations preclude the use of low 
modulus material foi a stress gage.  Rather, a relatively rigid material appears 
to offei more promise. 



THEORY 

Finite Element Analysis 

Analyses ol d spheie embedded in ü solid were pet lorrned by using 
<i line;» elastic, linite element computer program tor axisymmetric struc- 
tures.4 The solid and the inclusion were assumed to be linear elastic, 
Isotropie,and homogeneous throughout the analyses.  Furthermore, the 
solid was idealised as a cylinder with a sphere embedded In its center 
(Figure 1). Outer boundaries of the cylinder were located far enoiKjh away 
from the surface ol the inclusion that the inclusion would respond as it it 
were embedded in an infinite solid. Because ol structural symmetry, only 
one quadrant ot the cross-sectional area was analyzed. The solid and the 
inclusion were idealised as an assemblage of quadrilateral ring elements. 
Ninety ring elements (not shown on Figure 1) were used to represent the 
spherical inclusion to ensure good definition ol stress variation. Continuous 
displacements were maintained along all element boundaries. The inclusion 
was assigned a modulus ot elasticity Ec and a Poisson's ratio vc.*  Corres- 
ponding values assigned to the solid were Eh and ^h. The idealized structure 
was loaded with a uniformly distributed pressure on top in the Z-direction. 
Displacements at the nodal points and the stresses at the center ot each 
element were printed by the computer from the output of the finite element 
program. 

A series ot solutions lor the solid- inclusion problem were obtained 
by holding the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio for the inclusion 
constant and varying the corresponding values for the solid.  Results ol 
these calculations indicate that the inclusion has negligible influence on the 
stresses in the cylinder at radial distances (measured from the surface of the 
inclusion) greater than five times the inclusion radius. The shear stress 
within the inclusion is zero.  Furthermore, the stress along any direction in 
the inclusion is a constant and does not vary with radial distance. 

Fron) the results, a family ot stress concentration curves were obtained 
for the solid-inclusion problem (Figures 2 and 3). The direct stress con 
centration factors, Cs (shown in Figure 2) weie obtained by dividing the 
normal stress in the inclusion in the direction ol the applied load by the 
applied stress. The lateral stress concentration factors, Cc (shown in 
Figure 3) were obtained by dividing the stress in the inclusion in a direction 
normal to Ihe applied load by the applied stress. 

SR« foldoiit lisl of synibols .iftui Reluiences. 



stress cell 

Figure 1. Finite element idealization for 3-D stress cell. 
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Modular Ratio, Ec/Eh 

Figure 2. Direct stress concentration factor, Cs. 
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Modular Ratio, Ec 't|, 

Figure 3.  Lateral stress concentration factor, Cc. 

The stress cone entration curves in Fiquies 2 and 3 show thai the 
stress concentration factors are Insensitive to changes in stiffness of the solid 
tot motlulcii Mtios Ec/Eh ijieater than 10. This means thai stress measure- 
ments obtained from a sphei ical stress cell (made from a material having a 
modulus of elasticity about 10 tunes largei than the maximum soil modulus) 
in soil will not be affected by changes in the soil modulus, However, the 
following assumption must tust be made:  The instantaneous stiffness pro 
pel ties ül .i c|lven soil cm he leptesentC! I hy ,i mo'lnlus ol eLislicity ,iiul ,i 

Poisson's ratio. This assumption should be valid foi most soils and matei ials 
that exhibit nonlineai stiffness properties, because any nonlineai stress 
Strain curve may be cippmxim.iteil hy ,i sei ies ol shm t IIIUMI seijinents. 

1 he stress concentration curves can be used as the kisis toi   levelopini) 
.i 3 D stress cell. Understandably, the sphei ical stiess cell must be made 
11oin ,i m.itei i.il th.it (1) tesponds IIIUMI ly and elastically in the loading range 
considered and (2) has a modulus of elasticity cüout 10 tunes largei than 
the maximum effective soil modulus in the same loading range. A stress 
cell with these features would require no calibration, A theory thai relates 
the complete state ol stress in the im lusion to ih.u in the '.oil must lie 
established. 

t. 



Development of Theory 

Stress-Strain Relationship for Spherical Inclusion. Thecompli ■ 
sl.ilH ol sliess in the inclusion can he delei mined lioin six fndepender  Ell' n-. 
components. In a rectangulai cüüiüitutte system, the stress and strai1 uvn 
ponents at a poini in a continuum are related by: 

oXc   =   Xe  +   2Gcx 

(jY(.   =   Xe   +   2Gc;
Y 

'Zc Xe   +   2Gt 

'XYc =      G7 XY 

rYZc   =   GTYZ 

TZXc    =    G^ZX 

where   ,'XC'"YC'WZC       = normal stress components 

rXYc'rYZc'TZXc   = sheai stiess ( omponents 

eX'eY<e2 

^xY' IYZ' 7ZX 

e 

(1) 

12) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

normal strain 1 omponents 

- sheai strain components 

- volumetric strain, e   =   i:
x   +   cY   +   tz 

= sheai modulus, G   = 

Lame's constant 

2(1    +   r,.) 

"c  Ec 

(i + ign - 2vc) 

= PO'Sson's mt io tot inclusion 

= Young's modulus foi im lusion 



Relationship Between Normal Stresses in Inclusion and Those in Host 
Material. Consider the special case ot an elastic solid with .1 sphere embedded 
in its center, and the solid subjected to the combined action ol uniform, 
normal stresses oXh, aYh, and oZh ot arbitrary magnitudes in the direction ot 
each of the reference axes.  The state ot stress in the inclusion can he obtained 
from the finite element solutions by applying the principle of superposition. 
Accordingly, normal stresses induced in the inclusion from the application ol 

normal stresses «xh' uYh' c"u' 0Zh' wert! summed to (jive. 

"xc   "   Csr>Xh   +   Cc(aYh   +   aZh) (7) 

"YC  =   Cs«Yh   +  Cc(oXh   +   aZh) (8) 

"zc   =   CsaZh   +   C0(aXh   +   aYh) (9) 

The variablesC8 and Cc are the direct and lateral stress concentration 
factors, respectively. No shear stresses ate induced in the inclusion from the 
application ol normal stresses. By solvmc) Equations /, 8, and 9 foi the not 
mal stresses in the host mater ial, the foliowintj equations are obtained: 

"xh    =   K(JXc   +   k(oYc   +   oZc) (10) 

"Yh    =   KaYc   +   k(oXc   +   oZc) (11) 

"Zh    "   K«Zc   +   k((;Xc   +   r»Yc) (12) 

C    +   C 
K =  : 1  (i3) 

c2 + c c    - 2C2 

k   =   S ; «14) 
C?   +   C$Ce   -  2C? 

The constants K and k are designated as the direct-normal, and 
lateral-normal stress influence coelficients, respectively. Equations 10, il, 
and 12 define the relationship between the normal stresses in the host mate 
rial and the corresponding values in the inclusion. Irr completing the 
relationship of the complete state ot stress in the host material and in the 
inclusion, the relationship between the shear stresses in the host material 
and those in the inclusion must be established. 



Relationship between shear stress in inclusion and those in host 
material.  1 he relationship between ihe sheai stre^es in the inclusion and 
[hose in the hose material can be establisluxl tioni Cnn.itiuiis U), 11, .mil 1 ^ 
and the law ot stress transformation. Ai i ording to this law, ■! plane state ol 
pure sheai is the equivalenl ol .i plane state ol normal stre^ (sm11 igure 4) 
provided thai 

TXY   =   "x'        ""v 

Foi the inclusion, designated l>v subscript c, and the host' material, 
designated l>v the subscript h, this relationship can be expressed as 

TXY1   "   "x;   =   -"Y.- HB) 

TXYh   =   "xi.   ■  -"Yh (^) 

By substituting Equations löand 16 into Equations 10, II,an I 12 
UH the spci ial case ol .i plane state ol pure sheai in Hi»' host matei ial, 

VVllt'U' 

'"XYh       '      0 

TYZh rZXh "Xh "Yh "/h ^ 

the lollowing relationship between Ihe sheai stress m tlm inclusion and ih.ii 
in the host m,iicu,ii is obtained 

»"xYh   "   KSTXY( 117) 

where 

KH   =   K   -   k (18) 

Here, Ks is designated .is the sheai stress mttuence coellicient. Similarly, it 
• an be shown thai 

TYZh     =     KsTy2(, ,,9, 

'zx.,   =   KSTZXI (20) 

I he v.lines ol K, k, and K, are presented in Figures b, 6, and Mo facilitate 
tiilme (   iini",:.rii in , 



In summary, the completü state ol stress nl a yiven point in the dost 
in,iii'ii,11 can be computed from strain measurements ol the ini lusion usiny 
Equations 1 through 6 and 10 through 20 without having detailed knowledge 
ol the stiffness profwrtiesol thenoniineai host material, 

v 

i 

rXY 

rXY 

rXY 

-^ X 

rx.- 

Figure 4.  Pliiiu; slutc; ol (Hire sht'dr 
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DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

Design Considerations 

The most important factor in the design ol a stress cell is its stillness. 
During the derivation of the theory, it was assumed that the stress cell is 
fabricated from a linear elastic material having a modulus ol elasticity about 
10 times larger than the maximum modulus of deformation ol the soil. For 
most granular soils (sand) the upper limit lor the static modulus (one 
dimensional confined) of interest for virgin loading is about 40 x 103 psi. 
Thus, the stress cell must have a modulus ol about 400 x 103 psi. 

There is no advantage, however, in using a material with a modulus 
ol elasticity much larger than 400 x 103 psi, because for modular ratios 
greater than 10, the sensitivity of the stress cell decreases as its modulus 
increases. The Poisson's ratio loi the stress cell material need not he con 
sidered, because, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, the Poisson's ratio has little 
influence on the response ol the stress cell. 

The relative density ol the stress cell with respect to the soil and its 
frequency response can have a large influence on the accuracy ol dynamic 
measurements.  Inpuf wave shapes, lor instance, will be distor ted il the 
natural frequency ol the stress cell is low compared with the effective fre- 
quency response of the soil.  Thus, the stress cell should have a much higher 
frequency response than the surrounding soil.   This requirement is auto- 
matically satisfied by meeting the modulus of elasticity requirement. 

II the densities ol the stress cell and the soil are different, apparent 
dynamic stresses will be induced in the cell from the difference in inertial 
forces between the two bodies. Such an undesirable ef feel can be minimized 
by matching the density ol the stress cell and the soil as closely as possible. 

Si/e irregularities in the soil par tides neat the stiess cell can cause the 
cell to give erroneous measurements if the sire ol the stress cell is small com- 
pared to the maximum dimensions ol the soil particle irregularities. The 
diameter ol the stress cell, consequently, should be large compared to the 
maximum dimensions ol soil irregular ities. The stress cell will then measure 
only the average state ol stress at a point in soil. 

Six independent stress components, three normal and three shear, 
are required to define the complete state of stresset interior points of 
elastic, homogeneous, and Isotropie solids.  These components musl be 
obtained indirectly Irom six independent strain measurements, because 
stress components, in general, cannot be measured directly.  The required 
strain measurements can be made by using foil resistance or semiconductot 
strain gages, depending on the sensilivily desired. Strain gages, howevei, are 
fragile rind must be protected in a hostile soil environment. They arc best 

12 



protected by er bedment in the stress cell. Studies by Dove, Bmiser, tind 
Baker5 indicate thcit commercially available strain gages, when embedded in 
materials with a modulus ol elasticity greater than (3b0 x 10J psi, cause 
negligible disturbances in a static or dynamic strain lield. Strain gages, then, 
can be embedded in the stress cell without causing signiticant measurement 
errors if the modulus requirement is satislied. 

The strain gages should be oiiented to fonn a 3-D strain rosette as 
shown in Figure 8 to minimise the amount oi data reduction required, The 
rosette shown in Figure B was adapted from the one used by Dove and 
Baker6 by adding one gage (dotted line) on each of the three reference planes. 
However, the 135-degree gages are redundant and are not normally used 
unless one or more of the other gages (X, Y, Z, XY45, ZX45, YZ45) mal- 
functions. Sheating strains can be computed horn the strain data by 
applying the lollowing equations: 

TXY 2eXY45 fx     -    Cy (21) 

TVZ     =     2eYZ45     -     CY      "    fZ '22> 

7ZX      =    2tZX45     "     eZ     "     t;X (23) 

where   TXY-^YZ'^ZX = shearing strains in reference planes 

eXY45' eYZ45' fc'zx45 = Measuiecl sit.iins liom 45-degree gage in 
reference planes 

eX' eY' ez = "leasmed normal strains along tefetence 
axes 

Alternative setups using the 135-degiee gages when one oi more of 
the other gages do not function are presented in the Appendix. 

To reduce the numbei ol channels requited for dynamic measure- 
ments, an FM (frequency modulated) multiplexing unit w.is specially made 
foi the stress cell. This unit takes six channels of data information and 
transmits them via one channel. 

Fabrication 

For this study, foui stress cells (SFB-2, SFB-3, SFB-4, and SFB-5) 
were fabricated from 2-1/4-inch-diameter, phenolic plastic, billiard balls 
(cue balls),  These balls have the desired shape and approximately the 
desired properties:  an elastic modulus of 49'1 x 10'' psi, a Poisson's tatio 
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ni 0.1 K-, .UKI ,i iliTisity ol 109 pel, I iisi, the (emdle section was (ormed by 
cutting approximately ^l!H, octani Irom one cue ball (see I igure 9),   1 hen 
the matching male section was cut from anothei ball.   I he dimension alony 
each ol the three oi thogonal edges was machined to 1.40 inches, 0.275 inch 
largei than the radius o1 the ball, so thai the approximate centet ol the 
rosette would coincide with the cenU'i ol I he kill. A '1!i ilrqiiv stuin rosette 
(I ''I inch gage length, type ( ABR 25-S13*) was bonded to ea« h ol I he 
three orthogonal faces on the male section with Bakelite*' cement.   I hese 
three rosettes lormed the 3 I) strain rosette shown in I igure 8.   I ead wires 
from the strain gages were threaded through 0.015 inch-diametei holes 
ili iIk'iI in the male section (I igure 9, section A A).   I he small lead wires 
were soldered to largei lead wires before the male and lemale sei in ms were 
bonded together,   fhe soldei joints were located abouI 1/8 inch belov\ the 
orthogonal faces oI the rhale section. All the large lead wires i (»nvei ged al 
the liandle,   I hese large lead wires were i Im MI It si into ihe handle and «MUMP 

sulated with epoxy resin when the handle was bonded to the male section 
Incidental^ , the handle was made Irom .i laminated phenolii plastic.   I he 
handle serves as a reference foi orienting the stress cell and as a protectoi loi 
llm IfMil wires. 

YZ4b 

^- Y 

Note:  Nine strain gages total, one along each reference 
axis and two on each reference plane as shown 

Figure 8. Three-dimensional strain rosette, 

' Bcilclwin I nil,11 lumilii in & n pi nuilun. 

'" l inmii Catbidr Coiiioraliun, 
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0.200 in. 
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handle 

section A-A 

2.1/4-in 

Note:  Not to scale. 

assembled stress cell 

Figure 9.   Fabrication of 3-D stress cell. 
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Next, the male and female sections were bonded together with an 
epoxy adhesive (EPY" IM), >in(l cured at 150oF lot approximately 4 hours. 
The sut fiice of the assembled stress cell was sanded with line emery cloth 
and marked with colored lines identifying the orientation ot the strain gages. 
The assembled cell was then coated with an epoxy adhesive and covered with 
a layer ol 20-30 Ottawa sand to enhance shear transier.  Finally, all the lead 
wires from the stress cell were shielded with aluminum foil (to eliminate 
spin loi is electrical signals induced by electromaqnelic pulses) and were 
covered with shrinkable tubing.  Figure 10 shows the assembled stress cell. 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

Introduction 

Each ot the lour stress cells (SFB 2, SFB-3, SFB 4, and SFB 5) was 
subjected to one hydrostatic test in watei and two static normal tests in 
sand. Stress cells SFB-3, SFB-4, and SFB-6 were subjected to one shear test 
each. Stress cell SFB-1 was tested dynamically dm intj the preiiminar y 
evaluation.1  Stress cells SFB-3 and SFB-4 were tested dynamically in beach 
sand at Point Mugu. 

1 he purpose ol the hydrostatic test was to check the response o( the 
embedded strain gages. Static response ol the stress cell to normal stresses 
and shear stresses in sand was evaluated in the static normal tests and shear 
tests, respectively. Only the dynamic response ol the stress cell to normal 
stresses in sand was evaluated in the dynamic tests. 

Figure 10. Assembled stress cell. 

■H.ililwin t ima-Hamilton Corporation. 
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Test Procedure 

Hydrostatic Tests. Two stress cells al a time were placed in a 
20,000-psi-capacity pressure vessel filled with watei and subjected to three 
successive loading cycles to a m.iximum piessuie ul 3,000 psi al 100 psi 
increments.  Hydrostatic pressure, measured by a Bounlon pressme gacje, 
was applied externally by a motoi driven an pump. All strain gages within 
each stress cell wete rnonilored in these tests. 

Static Tests.  A soil tank (Fujuie 11) tilled with a dry (0.3% moisture) 
well-graded sand (Figure 12) was used in the static tests.  Tins 36 inch long 
tank was made from a 1 7 1/4 inch ID (inside diametei), 3/8-inch wall steel 
pipe. The sand was obtained horn the cty riverbed ot the Santa Clara Rivei 
at Ventuia, Calilomia.  A greased, thin polyethylene linei was used in each 
test to reduce wall friction. A newlinei was used foi each test.  In place 
sand density was controlled by dropping the sand through a funnel into the 
soil tank from a height ol 20 inches in 6 nu h lifts. When the sand level 
leached the midheight ol the tank, the stress cell was pressed about 3/4 inch 
into the sand.  In tlie normal tests, the stress cell was ot iented such that its 
Z strain gage coincided with the axis ot the tank. In the shear tests, the 
stress cell was so oi iented that the YZ45 strain gage ol the sltess cell coin 
cided with the axis of the tank.  Subsequently, more sand was si I ted around 
the sitess cell through the funnel. Spe( ial care was taken to prevent the sand 
from bouncing oft the stress cell to minimize the possibility ol segregation ol 
sand particles.  This procedure was tepeated tot two 1 inch lilts until HUM dl 
was completely coveted.  Filling ol the tank was tesumed, as in the   lOttom 
hall. Sand densities in the tests varied between 102.b to 107.8 pi t.   The 
average density was 105.5 pet. 

In each test, the sand in the lank was loaded with a 400 kip testing 
machine in Hb.O psi inctements to a maximum piessuie ol 1,110 psi through 
three cycles.  T ime between load inctements during loading was about 30 
seconds.   The maximum load was held lot 3 minutes.   Duong unloading, the 
load was removed in 1/1.2 psi increments at about 1 minute pet load incre 
ment. Vertical displacement ol the sand al the lop ol the tank was measured 
with a lineat potentiometet at tached to the steel loading plate on the top ol 
the soil tank.  Font pair, oI sttain gages were placed, equally spaced, around 
the circumference at the midheight on the outside ol the soil tank (Figure 11) 
to measure sit. uns tot computing the lateral stresses in the sand a I the level 
ol the sltess cell.  Each pan consisted ol a vet lical (jage and a hoop gage lot 
measuring the vertical strain and hoop strain in the soil tank. 
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Dynamic Tests. Stress cell SF-'B-l WüS subjected to nine tests in the 
NCEL hl,ist simulator (Figure 13) durihg the preliminary evaluation.    A 
description ol the tilast sinuilHtor is presented in Reference 7. A lOlool 
long, 3/8-inch-wall, 8-inch-diametet steel pipe, tilled with the same dry- 
riverbed sand used in the static tests, was employed for these tests.  Because 
of the pipe dimensions, sand density could not he con trolled by dropping 
sand into the pipe over a specified height, as in the static tests.   Instead, sand 
density was controlled by tapping along the length ot the pipe with a sledge 
hammer, alter the pipe was filled with sand, until no furthei settlement ol 
the sand near the top was noted. The stiess cell was placed 5-1/2 inches 
below the top ol the pipe, with its Z-strain gage coincideni with the axis ol 
the pipe. Only the X-, Y , aiK I Z-strain gages inside the stress cell were 
monitored, because the loading on the sand column was axisymmetric. A 
greased, thin polyethylene linei was placed inside the upper section ol the 
pipe to reduce attenuation ot the applied dynamic pressure Irom wall friction. 
The 24-inch-long polyethylene liner and the nppoi 24 inches ol sand at the 
lop ot the pipe were removed and replaced after each test. Moreover, a 
1/8-inch-thick rubbei membrane was placed on the top ol the 8-inch-diameter 
pipe hetore the pipe was holtet! to the Hange on the blast simulator.  This 
membrane prevented dynamic ail pressure from entet ing into the poies 
between the sand grains. A pressure transducer, placed neat the top ol the 
pipe (see Figure 13) was used to measure dynamic pressures on the sand 
column, The peak pressure applied in these tests was about 105 psi. 

N 

■Tf ■ '    ".W-' 

blast simulator 

3/8 in. thick, 8 in. riiam 
steel pipe, 10 ft long 

^ fixed 

Figure 13. Dynamic test setup in NCEL blast simulator. 
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Stress cells SFB-3 CUKI SFB-4 were subjected to three high-explosive 
tests on the beach .it Point Mugu. A cioss section ot the test setup is shown 
in Figure 14.   1 he 3-foot-long by 3-toot-OD (outside cliamulei) steel eylindei 
with 3/4-incli-thick wnii WHS used ns the pressure vessel. Alter the installation 
ot the cylinder, sand directly under the cylinder was removed to a depth ol 
about 2 feet below the bottom ol the cylinder and replaced with dry beach 
sand.  Two pressure transducers, placed with their active laces even with the 
sand sur lace inside the cylinder, were used to measure dynamic pressures on 
the sand surface. The two stress cells were placed ai about 1 loot below the 
sand surface inside the tank as shown in Fiyure 14. A 40-inch-square by 
5-1/8-inch thick wooden box filled with beach sand was placed on the top of 
the steel cylinder. This box was covered with a 2-foot-thick surcharge ol 
beach sand to control the duration of the dynamic pressure pulse. Dynamu 
pressures were generated by explodiny an o inch diameter by \/'.) inch Ihn k 
charge ol C-4 plastic explosive suspended in the center of the cavity inside 
the pressure vessel. Predicted peak dynamu pressure lor the explosive charge 
used was 500 psi,  The watei table was located at about b leet helow the 
level ol the two stress cells. 

The sand inside the tank was removed with a hand scoop to a depth 
of about (i inches below the level ol the stress cells and put back into plai e 
after each lest.  The stiess cells were removed and reinstalled during this pro 
cess.  Special care was t.ikon in compact mi| the sand around the stiess cell 
during installation. The dry beai h sand, however, because ol its gradation, 
cannot be compacted densely. 

tsctlon A A 

prestura transducer (P)-. 

3(ton x 3 it long, 
3 4 m ttm.k stt-ci cylindet 

yr 

Figure 14. Dynamic test setup at Point Mugu. 
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Instrumentation 

All the data from the hydrostatic t^sis and the static tests were 
recorded with a B&F SY^'Ui data recording unit,  i he output is automatic- 
ally digitized and printed on pnpei ttipe. S.iiul displacemenl in the statii 
tests was measured with a Bourns 108 lineai potentiometei that has a 6 inch 
travel. 

In Hit1 dynamic tests per formed in the NICEL blast simulator, pres 
sures were measured with a Dynisco PI V6 AC pressure transdur ei.   Fhe 
resulting data from these dynamic tests were recorded directly with ,1 CEC 
5-124 oseilUxjraph using a 600 H/ galvanometer, 

Dynamic pressures Irom the tests at Point MUCJU wctr; measured With 
two Bytrex HFG-1000 pressure transducers. Data from these tests al Point 
Mugu were recorded on magnetic tape .it a speed oi 60 ips with a Sangamo 
3562 tape recorder,  fhe tape, aftei each test, waspkiyed luu k at :-i i-iM ips, 
through a CEC b-124 oscillograph using a 5 kHz galvanometer. A time-si ale 
expansion oi 1(3 was obtained on playbar fc.   I he F M multiplexing unii thai 
ran transmit six channels ol data intotmation via one i h.innel was not used 

in these tests because the sper ial equipment required for redur ing the data 
irom the unit was noi available. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Hydrostatic Tests 

The pi imary purpose oi the hydrostatic tests was to i her k whether 
all oi the embedded strain gages in the stress cell were functioning.  Fhese 
tests were not used for calibration purposes; no calibration of the stress cell 
is required.  1 he si nun data horn different stress cells were nearly identical. 
Fur theimoie, there is very little difference in data obtained for the three 
loading cycles. A plot of typical strain data horn the three si nun rosettes is 
presented in Figure 15. As can be seen, the response of the embedded strain 
gages is linear to 3,000 psi. Also, the slopes of the three curves in Figure 15 
are essen rial I y identical, indicating thai there is very little difference in 
behavior among the three strain rosettes. 

I he average hulk modulus, i omputed from the hydrostatic stress 
cell data, was 0.933 x lO'1 psi.  Fhe ct rrresponding value computed by using 
the modulus ol elasticity and Poisson's ratio for the i ue hall was O.ObO \ 1111' 
psi. Thus, the strain distribution within the stress cell remains essentially 
unchanged by the presence ol the embedded strain gages and the handle. 
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Static Tests 

General. A typical consolidation curve lot the s.iii(i used in the stiitu. 
tests is ptesonied m FKIUK.' in. Ii cm he seen trom tins figure thai the amount 
ol iTHisolid.ition per unit kvid mnement decre.ises willi increasing loiid foi 
.ill Hitee i yi les .md .ippiOiiches <in iilmost constant v.ilnc lot applied loiids ol 
greatei than 300 psi.   llu; sand had ,1 peimanent s(M .it the end ol eiidi cyi le 
•ittei the load was removed, this penv.inenl sei incie.ised sliijhlly wdh each 
suci.eedinq lo.id cyde. Moreover, the sand crept <ii maximum load (Figure 16) 
vvhi'n the lo.. 1 w is held ronsl.inl lot 'A minutes.  A plot ol the tangent moduli 
of the sand during loading is given in Figure 17. In the first cycle, the tangent 
modulus ol the sand increased from an initial value ol about 7,000 psi at zero 
load to a value ol about 30,000 psi at maximum applied load -an increase ot 
about tour tunes the initial value.  In the second and thud cycles, the tanijent 
modulus ol the sand increased from an initial value ot ahout 1^1,000 psi at 
zero load i( i maximum values ot about B2,000 psi and 10'.),000 psi, respec- 
tively, at 660 psi and 770 psi.   Iheiealtei, the tancjent modulus ol the sand 
det teased with increasing load, in general, the tangent modulus ol the test 
sand varied considerably with the magnitude ot the applied load and its load- 
ing history, 

3.000 r • 3,000 r 

300 1,0011 
Strain (*i in./in., 

•3,000 

300 1,000 1,500 
Strain (M in./ln.l 

300 1,000 
Strain l»i in./In.I 

1,600 

Figure 15. Typicat hydrostatic data from stresscetl. 
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Consolidation (in.) 

first cycle 

second cycle 

third cycle 

Figure 16. Load versus sand consolidation, static tests. 

120 r- 

400 800 

Applied Vertical Stress (psil 

1.200 

Figure 17. Tangent modulus of sand, static tests. 
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I vpic.il str.nn data from the stress cell lut the stiilic iiomiiil tests iite 
presented in Figure 1H. Strain data iroin the X-and Z-strain gages are pre- 
nnted in tins figure. The data from the Y-strain gage cire not presented 
hec.mse they ,ite simil.it to those tioni the X slr.im (|.i(|(.'.  Strain data from 
the Z strain gage and the X sir,mi (),i()t' tended to concnve upw.itd slightly 
with IIK.KMSIIUJ dpplied lo.nl (Imiiu) (he hist cycle.  On the othei hand, data 
from the Z strain gage and X-strain gage increased linearly with load lot 
applied loadsgreatei than 100 psi during the second and thin! cycles. During 
unloading, .is Indicated hy the dotted lines In Figure 18, the diit.i tor the 
three cycles from .1 given slr.iin g.ige in the stress cell followed essentially the 
s,ime path.  Furthermore, tiemls suniltii to those mentioned ahove tot the 
static noim.il test d.it.i tioni the stiess cell were present in the data from the 
she.ii tests. 

A signihc.int point not .ipp.irenl Irom the drita presented in Figuie 18, 
is lli.it, while under maximum load, the sand underwent creep (Figure 16) 
hut the stress cell did not, which indicated that the response ot the stiess 
cell is insensitive to creep in the soil. 

The direct—normal, lateral-normal, and shear stress influence coef- 
ficients used in the reduction ol the static data Irom the stress cells, were 
0.b72, 0.043, and 0.b29, respectively.  These coellicients corresponded to 
a modular ratiuEc/Ehol 10 and a Poisson's ratio 1^/1^ ot 1.0 in Fuiures b, 0, 
and /. 

Tests for Normal Stress Response. The objective ol the static normal 
test is to determine the accuracy ot the normal stress measurements obtained 
Irom the stress cell m sand. Normal stresses, vertical and horizontal, were 
computed from the stress cell data using Equations 1 through 3 and 10 
through 1 2.  The applied vertical stress was used to compare the veitical 
stress from the stress cell, for lack ot ,1 bettet standard. At the level ol the 
stress cell (see Figure 11), the actual vei tical stiess, will understandably be 
somewhat smaller than the applied stress on top ol the tank because ot wall 
tnction.  Average lateral stresses in the sand at the level ol the stress cell, 
computed Irom the soil tank strain data, were compared with the correspond 
ing lateral stresses Irom the stress cell.  These lateral stresses Irom the soil 
tank data are not sensitive to friction between the liner and tank wall because 
they are computed from local measurements.  Unfortunately, vertical strains 
from the soil tank wall adjacent to the stress cell, because ol theii relatively 
small magnitudes, cannot be used in computing the vertical stresses in the 
tank wall.  Hence, no quantitative estimate of the decrease in the applied 
vertical load Irom wall friction at the level ol the stress cell was made. 
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Figure 18. Typical stress cell data, static normal tests 

800 1,600 

Comparisons oi verticdl siiess from the stress cells with the applied 
verticil! stress iue presented in Figures 19 through 26.  In these figures, the stress 
Irorn the stress cells is expressed as a percentage ot the corresponding applied 
vertical stress.  Unloading is represented by the doited lines   h is apparent 
that during the first cycle the vertical stress from the stress cell approaches the 
applied stress from the high side as the applied load increases. This phenomenon 
is caused by the larger vertical displacement ot the sand near the tank wall, 
because of its proximity to the greased plastic liner, relative to the vertical 
displacement ot the sand near the center ot the lank.  The greased liner ottered 
less resltamt to vertical displacement ol the sand particles than did the sand 
particles themselves. This relative vertical displacement causes more applied 
load to be carried by the sand near the center ot the lank than by the sand 
near the tank wall; hence, the high response of the stress cell. 

As the,applied load is increased, and the sand is compai led, the relative 
vertical displacement between the sand particles neai the center oi the lank and 
those near the tank wall becomes less and less. As a consequence, vertical 
stress In iin the stress cell approaches the applied stress as the applied stress 
increases.  It is also apparent Irom Figures 19 through ?(i that the response 
curves oi the stress cell during the second and third cyr les are very close 
together despite the changes in the langem moduli of the sand Irom the second 
to the third load cycle (Figure 1 /).  The ver lical stress from the stress cell 
during the second and third cycles, which is initially smaller than the applied 
stress, approaches the applied stress as Ihe applied load increases. 
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Figure 19. Comparison of vertical stresses, static normal test 1, SFB-3. 
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Figure 21. Comparison of vertical stresses, static normal test 3, SFB-4. 
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Figure 22. Comparison of vertical stresses, static normal test 4, SFB-5. 
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Figure 24.  Comparison of vertical stresses, static normal test 6, SFB 3. 
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For applied lorids equal to 01 greater than GOO psi, the vertical 
stresses 11om the stress cells are within t10%o1 the corresponding applied 
vertical stresses. With a lew exceptions, especially test 5 (Fiynre 23), the 
vertical stress irom the stress cell during unloading (doited lines in Figures 19 
through 26) is about 10% larger than the corresponding applied stress tor all 
three cycles. This high response ol the stress cell during unloading is caused 
by vertical residual stress in the sand. Another point is that the unloading 
paths in Figures 19 through 26 are generally closely banded together with 
the band widening tor loads below 300 psi. In short, the vertical stress trom 
the stress cell approaches the applied stress with increasing load from the 
high side during the first cycle and from the low side during the second and 
third cycles. Vertical stress trom the stress cell is within 110% of the applied 
stress for applied stresses equal to or greater than 600 psi.  Next, lateral 
stresses from the stress cell are compared with those from the soil tank. 

Comparisons of lateral stresses trom the stress cells with those trom 
the soil tank are presented in Figures 27 through 34. In these figures, the 
lateral stresses are plotted against the applied vertical stresses.  Lateral stresses 
trom the stress cell were computed by averaging the stresses in the X and 
Ydirection (Figure 11), those Irom ttie soil tank were computed by averaging 
the lateral stresses trom the tout pairs ol strain gages on the soil tank wall. 
From Figures 27 through 34, it is apparent thai lateral stresses trom the 
stress cell are generally smaller than those from the soil tank during the first 
cycle loading—a phenomenon caused by the presence of the greased plastic 
liner. The piesence of the greased plastic liner evidently caused relative 
vertical displacement within the sand that induced more load through the 
sand near the middle ol the soil tank where the stress cell was located   This 
difference in load created a void ratio gradient in the sand thai increased 
with increasing radial distance from the axis of the soil tank. Because the 
at-rest coefficient ol earth pressure, K0 (the ratio between the horizontal 
and the vertical stress) is proportional to the void ratio, the low void ratio 
of the sand near the center of the tank relative to the sand near the tank 
wall hrought about the smaller lateral stresses from the stress cell.  This 
difference in lateral stresses becomes less with succeeding load cycles as the 
sand hecomes more compacted. 

Agreement between the lateral stress trom the stress cell arid that 
from the soil tank during loading is generally within ±10%.  During unloading, 
the lateral stress from the stress cell is slightly larger than its corresponding 
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stress during loading ior itll three cycles. By contrast, lateral stress trum the 
soil tank duiinci unloading is generally much largei than its corresponding 
Stress during loading. This linger liiteml stress from the soil t.ink (luring 
unloading must hiive l)een caused hy the residual stress in the sand, because 
no additional Iciteml Stress was applied. App.irently, during unloiiding, the 
sand particles locked into rings symmetrical about the axis ol the tank.   The 
sand in the 1 7-inch-diameter tank can be visualized as seventeen 1-inch-thick 
(measured radially) concentric rings. The rings near the tank wall, because 
ol their larger radius, unloaded much more slowly than those near the stress 
cell, hence, the larger lateral stress from the soil tank during unloading.  The 
lateral stress Irom the stress cell and that from the soil tank, with a lew 
exceptions, are within 110% ot each other, even for an applied vertical stress 
of less than 600 psi. 

In 1963, Hendron8 performed a series ol experiments to study the 
behavior of sand in one-dimensional compression.  He concluded that a 
straight-line relationship exists between horizontal and vertical stresses for 
applied stresses up to about 1,000 psi.  Hendron reported that the value of 
K0 depends upon the type of sand and its initial void ratio.  The response of 
the stress cell to applied normal stresses is |)resented in Figures 3b through 
42. As with Hendton's results, the relationship between the horizontal and 
vertical stresses is linear lot loading and unloading.  For each test, K0 (the 
slope ot the curve) decreases with each succeeding load cycle as the void 
ratio of the sand becomes smaller. The lateral stress coefficients, K0, from 
these tests varied between 0.34 and 0.44.  The average value was 0.40. 
Corresponding K0 values obtained from previous experiments al NCEL9 

using the same sand varied between 0.41 to 0.4b. 
The vertical response of tlie stress cell (Figures '9 through 26) for 

applied loads of less than 600 psi is also within 10% absolute ot the corres- 
ponding applied value.  The relationship between the hon/ontal and vertical 
stresses from the stress cell is lineal throughoul the loading range for all of 
the tests.  It is in good agreement with coitesponding values obtained for the 
same sand in previous experiments. Consequently, the ac< uracy ol the 
vertical stress measurements obtained from the stress cell foi applied loads 
less than 600 psi is as accurate as its lateial response.   Likewise, the accuracy 
of the lateral stress measurements from the stress cell lot applied vertii al 
loarls greater than 600 psi is as .iccmate as its vertical response.  Asa result, 
the hon/ontal and ver lical response of the stress cell to normal stresses is 
generally within 10% absolute of the applied value. 
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Figure 27. Comparison of lateral stresses, static normal test 1, SFB 3. 
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Shear Tests. Data from the sheai tests were reduced by using 
Fill Mt ions I, 2, 3, 5, It), 11, 12, and 19 with direct—normal, lateral   normal, 
and sheai stress influen( e coefficients ol 0.572, 0.043, and 0.529 from 
FUIUII;S ;; ,intl 3.  In addition, vei th al stresses were computed lioni tin; stuiss 
cell data using the law ol stress transform.itimi.10 She.n stiesses tiom ihti 
stress cells were compared with the applied shear stresses computed liy taking 
one li.ilI the differed e between thu <ipplii;il vottical stress .md ihc intiospond 
ing lateral stress from the soil tank.  Understandably, the applied sheai stress 
(designated) will be lowei than the actual sheai stress on the stress cell dui ing 
loading in the first cycle because ol the relative vertical displacemeni in the 
sand. Also, the applied sheai stress during unloading will be lowei than the 
actual sheai stress on the stress cell as a result ot the highei residual lateral 
stresses in the sand neai the tank wall relative to those in the sand IUMI the 
centei ol the soil tank   (See the dis( ussion ol the lesults from [\\v static noi 
mal tests.) 

Compai isons ol sheai stress from the stress cells with the coi respond 
ing applied sheai stress are presented in Fun mis 43, 44, and 45.  In these 
figures, sheai stress from the stress cell is expressed as a percentage oI the 

( or responding applied shear stress.   Fhe trends of the response to sheai 
stresses during loading are si mi lai to those in the compai ison ol vei tical 
stresses in the static normal tests except during unloading. Sheai stress from 
the si i ess eel I jppio.H lies the coi responding applied sheai stress from the 
high side as the applied loa 1 is inr reaseel during the hist cycle. By contrast, 
the she,11 stiess from tlie stress cell approaches the corresponding applied 
value ttimi the low side ,is the applied load is increased during the second 
and third cycles. With the exception of tin1 tu si cycle, the sheai sir esses from 
the stress cell are generallv within 10% absolute of the applied sheai stresses. 
! he sheai stresses from the stress cell dur ing unloading foi all three cycles 
weie always largei than the applied sheai stress (computed) because the 
lateral stress in the sand neai the tank wall was largei than the corresponding 
si i ess neai the center ol the soil tank (see the discussion on the coin par i son 
ol lateral stresses from the statu normal tests). The applied sheai stress was 
computed by taking one-hall the ditfeience hot ween the applied vertical 
'.iiess and ihe lateral stress from the soil tank, Thus, the applied sheai stress 
dci mil unloading was largei than the actual sheai stress on the stiess cell.   In 
brief, she,H stress from the stress cell is generally with t10% ol the applied 
sheai stress. 
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Vetliciil stresses Imm the stress cell, computed by transformation, were 
compared with the applied vertical stresses In the shear tests (Figures 46,47 
and 48) to verily whether the kiw ol stress tr.instorniiition din he .ipplied to 
the stress measurements from the stress cell. Cleiirly, the trends und magni 
tudes shown in Figures 4(j, 47, and 4H, and those shown in Fujures 19 through 
26 from the static normal tests are almosl identical, fransformation, then, can 
be applied to stress measurements from the stress cell. 
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Figure 45. Comparison of shear stresses, static shear test 3, SFB 3. 
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Dynamic Tests 

General. Tne objective oI the dynamic tests Weis to evaluate the 
dynamic response ü1 the stress cell in SHIHI undet ;i hlosl environment. Only 
the response of the stress cell to normal stress Weis evaluated in these tests. 
The stress influence coefficients and equations used in the computation of 
soil stresses from the stress cell data were the same as those used in the static 
normal tests hecause the dry sand used in the tests is essentially insensitive 
to strain rate. 

Tests in Blast Simulator. Data from a given strain gage in the stress 
cell for different tests have the same wave shape; however, their magnitudes 
varied somewhat from test to lest.  Typical data from the stress cell and the 
pressure transducer are presented in Fi()uie49.  From Figure 49, it is apparent 
that, except tor the lust 10 msec, the wave forms ol the data Irom the stress 
cell and those from the pressure transducer are similar. The pronounced 
oscillations in the stress cell data during the first 10 msec were caused by the 
response ot the blast simulator and the pipe containing the sand (Figure 13). 
Vertical and horizontal stresses were computed from the stress cell data at 
various selected limes. Precise determination ot stresses Irom the stress cell 
data immediately after the arrival of the sit ess wave, howevei, was not pos 
sible because the strain data from the stress cell were masked by the reflections 
from the blast simulatoi and the pipe.  All initial data peaks, consequently, 
were obtained by backward extrapolation (dolled linos in Figure 49). Vet li 
cal stresses from the stress cell at the three selected times (5, 30, and 60 msec) 
were compared wilb ihe coi respondmy dynamic pressures from the pressure 
transducer located b-1/2 inches above Ihe level ot the stress cell (Figure 50). 
li can be seen Irom Figure 00 that the three data points for each test, except 
lor test 8, are closely grouped, this demonstrates that the response ol the 
stress cell tollows the decay of the overpressure pulse. A more detailed com 
parison ol the ver lic.il sliess horn the stress cell with Ihe applied dynamic 
pressure for all tests is presented in Figure 51. The vertical stresses from the 
stress cell are generally vvthm UVd absolute ol the applied dynamu pressures. 
The average earth pressure coefficient at rest computed Irom the stress cell 
data is 0.37. 

Tests at Point Mugu. Aller each lest at Point Mugu, the cavity inside 
the steel cylinder (Figure 14) was filled with damp sand Irom Ihe surcharge 
above. The plywood box lid, initially placed on the top ol the cylinder, was 
adjacent to the cylinder with its bot lorn side up.  A hole about 14 inches in 
diameter was cut in the bottom side ol the plywood box lid. After removing 
the damp sand in the cylinder with a plastic scoop, it was lound that the 
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original dry sand surface had moved upward about 6 inches with respect to 
the top of the tank. The sand surface had a rather fluffy appearance.  More 
over, the stress cells moved upward along with the surrounding sand, with 
their Z-Strain gages tilted slightly toward the wall of the tank. These observed 
upward displacements, apparently, were caused by the reflected wave from 
the water table below (Figure 14). After test 3, stress cell SFB-4 had a small, 
superficial crack at the base of the handle; however, all its strain gages were 
still functioning satisfactorily. This cracking, caused by a high bending 
moment at that location, may be avoided in future experiments by providing 
the stress cell with a 1 inch handle instead of the 2-1/2-inch handle used. 
Stress cell SFB-3 was not damaged. 

No useful data were obtained from the first tost because the instru- 
mentation was not grounded properly.  Data were obtained for all other tests. 

The data from corresponding pressure gages used in tests 2 and 3 
were similar.   The data from corresponding gages within the stress cells for 
each test were also similar. Strain data from the Z-strain gage in SFB 3, lor 
example, were similar to the corresponding data from SFB-4, Typical data 
from these two tests are presented in Figure 52. The wave shapes of the 
overpressure data and the stress cell data are somewhat similar. 

Vertical stresses computed from the stress cell data were compared 
with the applied dynamic pressure (Figure 53).  From Figure 53, it is 
apparent that the stresses from the stress cell are only about one-fourth 
those from the pressure transducer.  '[ his large difference in magnitudes may 
have been caused by spatial attenuation. To explore this possibility, con 
sider the contour plot of the vertical stresses below a circular looting 
subjected to a unit pressure (Figure 54). The diameter of the circular 
footing is 14 inches, the same dimension as the hole cut in the bottom of 
the plywood box lid of the test chamber.   Locations of the stress cells are 
plotted to scale, corresponding to their actual locations below the sand sur- 
face (Figure 14) inside the tank. Clearly, the vertical stress at the location 
of the stress cells is only about 24% of the applied stress on top.  The dia- 
meter of the pressure front, because the 8-inch-diametor explosive charge 
was placed at only 1 toot above the sand surface, was probably only slightly 
more than 14 inches when it hit the surface of the sand. The vertical stresses 
from the stress cell, as a consequence, are only about one quarter of the 
applierl dynamic pressures. The vertical stress from the stress cell (Figure 53) 
became zero at 3.5 msec, when the reflected stress wave arrived from the 
water table below. 

The validity of dynamic field measurements from the'.tresscell is 
still open to question.  Further dynamic testing of the stress cell should be 
accomplished to resolve the remaining uncertainties. 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of the experiments reported was to evaluate the adequacy 
of cue-hall stress cells for measuring the complete state ol stress at a point in 
a soil field under static or dynamic loading. Their operation is based on the 
deductions from elastic theory that.  (1) the response of a stiff spherical 
inclusion is insensitive to changes in the stiffness of the encompassing solid 
provided thai the modulus ol elasticity of the inclusion is about 10 or more 
times the maximum corresponding value for the solid, and (2) the stresses 
along a given direction in the inclusion are essentially constant. 

The test results and analysis indicate that; 

1, The stress cell requires no calibration, 

2, The stress cell behaves linearly under hydrostatic pressures to 
3,000 psi in w.iter. 

3, Embedded foil strain gages in the stress cell have negligible 
influence on the strain held within the stress cell. 

4, T be stress cell response is insensitive to changes in soil moduli 
foi static stresses up to 1,110 psi. 
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5. Suitic norrruil stress and shear stress measurements are generally 
within + 10% of the actual stresses. 

6. Law of stress transformation can be applied to stress measurements 
from the stress cell, 

7. The dynamic response of the stress cell follows the rise and decay 
of the applied dynamic pressure pulse. 

8. Dynamic stress measurements from the stress cell are generally 
with ± 15% of the corresponding pressure in the blast simulator. 

9. Accuracy of dynamic measurements from the stress cell in field 
experiments is still uncertain. 

In brief, the cue-ball stress cells are excellent gages for making static 
measurements in sand, but their adequacy for dynamic measurements 
requires further evaluation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Shorten the handle of the stress cell from 2-1/2 inches to 1 inch. 

2. Test the dynamic response of the stress cell more rigorously in 
the laboratory and in the field. 

3. Test a FM unit that puts six channels of dynamic data into one 
channel made specially for the stress cell. 
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Appendix 

CONFIGURATION OF STRAIN GAGES IN STRESS CELLS 

Nine strain gages are embedded in each stress cell as shown in 
Figure 8. Under normal operating conditions (that is, when the complete 
state of stress at a point in soil is required), only the X, Y, Z, XY45, YZ45, 
and ZX45 are monitored.  Furthermore, only X, Y, and Z gages are moni- 
tored in special situations where only normal stresses are required.  The 135 
gages (XY135, YZ135, and ZX135) are redundant and not used unless one 
or more of the other gages do not function. These 135 gages, however, may 
be used if the user desires to obtain extra data fot checking purposes.  An 
additional orthogonality check (the sum of three mutually oi thogonal si tains 
at a point in an elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous solid is a constant) can be 
obtained il one of the 135 gages is monitored in normal operating conditions. 
Otherwise, only one orthogonal check can be obtained under normal operating 
condiiions when the 135 gages are not monilorecl. 

Moreover, one or more of the strain gages (X, Y, Z, XY45, YZ45, 
and ZX45) may be damaged accidentally.  II this occurs, one oi a combination 
of alternative setups can be used to obtain the required strains as follows: 

1. One oi more of the 45 gages not working, and the X, Y, and Z 
gages woi king —use the X, Y, and Z gages, and substitute the appropriate 
135 gage foi the corresponding 45 gage thai is no! woi king.   Fot example, 
the XY135 gage is used when the XY45 gage does not work. Compute the 
required shearing strain from one of the following equations: 

"^XY t:X     +    tY      "    2tXYl35 (24) 

7YZ   =   cY   +   ez   -   2eYZ135 (25) 

Yzx    =   ez   +   tx   -   2tzx135 (26) 

2, X gage not working -use the Y, Z, XY45, YZ45, and XZ45 gages 
Use the YZ135 or XZ135 gage, whichever is appropriate. Compute the nut 
mal strain in the X direction with one of the equations below: 

c'x ^XY^'J     +   (:XY135    *   eY '27) 

eX      =    ^2X45     +    CZX135     -    eZ '28) 

Compute the required shearing strains as indicated in the text. 
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3. Y gage not working—use the X, Z, XY45, and YZ45 and ZX45 
ijciyes.  In ddclition, use the YZ135, or the XY135 gage. Compute the normal 
strain in the Y direction with one of the following equations: 

eY   =   eYZ45   +   t'vznB   "  ez '29) 

eY     =     eXY45     +    eXY135     "    fcX • '20) 

Compute the required shearitig strain as indicated in the text. 

4. Z gage not working—use the X, Y, XY45, YZ45, and ZX45 gages. 
Also, use the YZ135 gage or the ZX135 gage. Use one of the following 
equations to compute the normal strain in the Z direction. 

ez     =     t"YZ45     +    eYZ135     *    t:Y '31) 

eZ    =    fcZX45    +    6EX136    '    CX '32) 

Again, compute the rec|uired sheai mg strains as indicated in text. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

G 

k 

Lateral stress cont-.entration factor 

Direct stress concentration factor 

Volumetric strain 

Young's modulus for inclusion 

Young's modulus for host material 

Shear modulus for inclusion 

Lateral -normal stress influence 
coefficient 

Direct-normal stress influence 
coefficient 

Ratio between horizontal and 
vertical stress 

TXY'TYZ-TZX 

"Xc "Yc "ZC 

"Xh- "Yh' 0Zh 

rXYc' TYZc'TZXc 

TXYh'TYZh'TZXh 

Shearing strain components in 
reference planes of inclusion 

Lame's constant 

Normal stress components in 
inclusion 

Normal stress components in host 
material 

Shear stress components in 
inclusion 

Shear stress components in host 
material 

Poisson's ratio of inclusion 

Poisson's ratio of host material 

Ks Shear stress influence coefficient 

X Strain gage along X-axis of stress 
cell 

XY45, XY135 Strain gages in XY-plane of stress 
cell 

Y Strain gage along Y-axis of stress 
cell 

YZ45, YZ135 Strain gages in YZ-plane of stress 
cell 

Z Strain gage along Z-axis of stress 
cell 

ZX45, ZX135 Strain gages in ZX-plane of stress 
cell 

eX'6Y'e2 Normal strain components in 
inclusion 

eXY45' eYZ45' eZX45   Strain components from 45-degree 
gage in each reference plane of 
stress cell 
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